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Lindab Standing Seam Roofing
Flexible, long standing beauty
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Go for a roof
with endless possibilities
Sheet metal is a timeless, moldable and exclusive roofing material, which has been appreciated for centuries. It requires virtually
no maintenance and its natural beauty is a joy to behold for many,
many years.
Choosing Lindab’s standing seam roofing not only means that
your roof will blend in equally well with old, listed buildings and
ultra-modern houses. It also means that you will have access to
our knowledge and support to make your design and construction
work easier and more exact.

Lindab Seamline in a nutshell
• moldable
• fits both listed and modern buildings
• virtually no maintenance
• long lasting
• a wide range of colours
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Roofing with tradition

The steel sheet roofing technology of today started to develop
during the nineteenth century, but steel has been used as roofing
material for a much longer time. A standing seam roof can be laid
with short or long sheets. Which technique you choose depends on
the slope of the roof or the effect you want to achieve.
Short sheets
Formerly, short sheets of galvanized steel were joined together in
situ by the tinsmith, using standing and transverse seams. When
the roof was ready, it was painted in the colour the house owner
had chosen.
Long sheets
Roofing techniques have improved concurrently with the development of long steel sheeting. Nowadays, laying roofs with long, prepainted steel sheets with ready-made folds is common practice.
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A perfect fit

One of the foremost advantages of standing seam roofing is its
flexibility. Lindab’s steel sheeting is extremely moldable. A skillful
craftsman can work the material to fit any roof design, no matter
how tricky it may be.
Colourful and hard-wearing
HB Polyester is a prepainted sheet with an extra thick polyester
coating. The coating offers rustproof, longer-life protection and
makes frequent maintenance a thing of the past. That’s why we
can offer a generous 15-year warranty.
Silver-shimmering and long-lasting
When you mix aluminium and zinc and use it as a protective layer
on steel sheeting you get a roofing with a silver-shimmering surface. Its good corrosion protection will give you an problem-free
roof for years to come. We call it aluminium-zinc.
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Different solutions
for different purposes

Clips

Hand tools

The steel trolley

We have a complete range of clips and
fixings that meet the requirements of
every conceivable installation.

Our easy-to-use hand tools reduce wear
on sheet metal surfaces and on roof
technicians.

With the steel trolley, strip coils can be
moved simply and ergonomically. The
trolley can also serve as an efficient
uncoiler. For weights up to 400 kg.
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1. Steel sheet
2. Zinc coating
3. Passivation layer
4. Primer coating
5. Top coating

Several layers for durability
Lindab Seamline is built up with layers of passivation,
primer and polyester on hot-dip galvanized steel. The
underside is coated with specially strengthened lacquer.
All coatings are PVC-free.
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Protective film
With a protective film on the steel
sheets, the material is protected during
transport, working and against
scratches made by other occupational
groups on the roof. You can now finish
all the work before you take the film off.
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Colourful HB Polyester

The range includes:
• colour coated steel sheets
in HB Polyester
• Aluminium-zinc, aluminium and
zinc coated steel sheets
• steel quality PLX for standing
seam roofing (long strip roofing
and sheet roofing)
• steel quality FA for facade cassettes
and flashings
• it is possible for us to offer a protective
film to reduce the risk for scratches and
other damages

Aluminium-zinc
Scratches and cutting edges are protected from corrosion thanks to the
cathodic process between the aluminium-zinc coating and the steel. A thin
polymer coat protects against finger marks, eliminates the risk of any corrosion while the roof is being laid, and makes it easy to work with.

Want to know more about
Lindab Seamline?
www.lindab.com/buildingtechnology
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Strong coatings in a wide range of colours
There are traditional and modern colours in a matte or standard
finish to choose from. The HB Polyester coating is an advanced
combination of thicker layers and extra-tough grains to resist scratches and general wear and tear. The paint finish is PVC-free.
The colour chart may be subject to changes.
Contact your local dealer for the latest news.

001 Antique white

022 Light grey

461 Goosewing grey

244 Zink grey

742 Tile red

758 Dark red

434 Brown

087 Dark grey

975 Verdigris

874 Forrest green

830 Pine green

015 Black

502 Light blue

044 Anthracite metallic

788 Copper metallic

045 Silver metallic

Wide range
of colours
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Lindab Profile is a business area within the Lindab
Group that develops, manufactures and markets
efficient, economical and aesthetic steel and sheetmetal solutions for the building industry.
We offer everything from complete building systems
to individual building components for all types of
housing, as well as commercial and industrial buildings.
Lindab Profile is represented in over 25 countries
throughout Europe. Our head office is in Förslöv,
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in the south of Sweden.

Lindab Profile
SE-269 82 Båstad
Phone +46 (0)431 850 00
www.lindab.com

